


PEPSyCLOUD

Cloud City, a place of a thousand opportunities.

A place where technology has opened
the door to endless progress.



RUN

EXECUTING...

A place where nothing is impossible. 



A place that harbors a deep dark secret…



Enough
is

enough!!

It’s time
Cloud City is made

responsible!



Do you really need all
these machines running?
There’s nobody here!

...not to mention it makes zero
financial sense to keep them on!

Ghosts of Christmas
Present and Future,

who else?

What’s going on?
Who are you?

What he’s trying to say is,
maybe it’s not best practice to take up

a whole new server room just to
make a middle-of-the-night

deployment…

All these machines running with nobody
operating them...So many resources wasted!



We’re here to stop the
gross overconsumption of the

planet’s resources.
Not to get all preachy, but…

… your cloud-enabled “future”
comes at an awful cost to

the environment.

What are you talking about?
The cloud is just that... The cloud. It’s natural.

And a whole lot greener than what
we had before.

Be nice.



Just because you don’t see
the smoke doesn’t mean

it’s greener. Cloud City is built on
unsustainable practices of

the past-really, it’s a
modern-day factory. 

Take a look at what your
deployments really look like.

The possibilities
are endless. We’re

going to expand!

I said
do it!!!

Sir, I don’t know
how much we can go on

before the bubble
bursts…

Until the consequences
come to bite us in the…

This…
this is terrible. I had no idea.

What’s happened?

Cloud City was built on
a brilliant idea...

using the cloud,
companies could drive progress and

improve people’s lives.

It worked well in theory. However, what they didn’t account for,
was human ambition. It’s a commendable quality really - we always
want to go faster, better, and stronger.



…As I was saying, the problem is that
we never stop. Humans chase endless

progress, and that’s just not
            sustainable in the

          long run.

The cloud may be limitless,
but the resources required to keep up
with the growing appetite of Cloud City

are not.

Vast amounts of resources
end up being wasted.

If this is true, why aren’t
more people talking about it?
Are they covering it up?  

Unfortunately,
there is no “them”. None of
this is a secret, people just
choose to ignore it.

But some are
worse than others.

For a hyper-efficient IT world,
y’all are horribly

inefficient.



Yes!
There is a way out.

We can be efficient..

And save a whole
lot of cash!

This is it…
Everything we’ve worked for…

Is there anything we can do
to fix this?



LIGHTSLIGHTS
Installing...

…Among other things, yes.
The first step is to know exactly

how much you’re using and what kind
of impact it will have…

Lights off...

Next step - spreading the message
to the world. TO BE CONTINUED...


